presents the comparison between the bifurcation/bifurcation design and the bifurcation/chamber design for the 32-channel device. The percentage of the length of (distributor + collector) in the total reactor length is used to denote the footprint of the distributing and collecting zones. The pressure drop is calculated under laminar conditions using the equation 1 :
where μ, L, λNC, D and A are the fluid viscosity, the channel length, the non-circularity coefficient, the channel diameter, the channel cross-sectional area, respectively. 
Light distribution among the reaction channels
Via Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulations, 2 the photon flux reaching the different reaction channels could be obtained. We did simulations for an 8-channel device and calculated the fractions of photons reaching the 8 reaction channels respectively, which are shown in Figure S1 . It can be see that the numbers of photons from the incident photons reaching the 8 reaction channels are basically the same, indicating a uniform light distribution among the parallel channels. Figure S1 . The fraction of photons reaching the eight parallel reaction channels for an 8-channel device obtained by ray-tracing simulation. Figure S2 . Picture of the reactors with different inter-channel spacing used for the ray-tracing simulations depicted in Figure 8E of the manuscript.
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Influence of different fluid paths in the chamber design
Numbered-up reactors with a chamber design display different entrance lengths and thus the residence times through the device are slightly different for different fluid paths. Nevertheless, this does not have a significant impact on the flow distribution or the reaction kinetics. This is due to two main reasons:
• First, in the reaction experiments, the distributing and collecting zones were covered with black paper (to avoid exposure to light and therefore reaction). As being shown by the Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulations, 2 with the optimized inter-channel spacing of 5mm, the photon fraction absorbed in the distributing and collecting zones is less than 10% of the total photons absorbed in the reactor channels. Given that more than 90% of the reaction conversion occurs in the parallel reaction channels, we focused our analysis on the residence time distribution in this part of the device. These straight reaction channels act as plug flow reactors, and therefore a good flow rate distribution is indicative of a good residence time distribution.
• Second, based on laminar flow calculations, the ratio of pressure drop in the chamber versus in the parallel reaction channels is less than 0.02. This indicates that the chamber has little influence on the flow distribution.
The two reasons above hold true even when side or consecutive reactions are taken into account.
If a significant fraction of the reaction conversion would be achieved in the non-reaction zones, the apparent reaction kinetics would change with the number of reaction channels. In particular, a nonzero intercept at t=0 would be observed, whose value would increase with the number of channels.
However, this effect was not observed and the kinetic profiles overlapped within experimental error in the 8-32 channels range.
To justify the validity of the assumption that most of the reaction takes place in the reaction channel in the bifurcation/chamber design, we modelled the photon distribution in both designs ( Figure   S3 ). 3 This approximation is valid since the trend observed in the two reactors is, unsurprisingly, the same as shown in Figure S4 . in the distributor or collector zones) over the total photonflux absorbed in the reactor channels (similarly to Figure 8E in the manuscript). It is shown how the bifurcation/bifurcation and the bifurcation/chamber design are similar in this aspect, therefore the arguments to support the optimal inter-channel spacing in the former can be extended to the latter. The small variation in the results is due to the probabilistic nature of the Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulation given the relatively small number of photons simulated per run (10000). 
